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Supporting Empathy Engagement Throughout the  
Design Thinking Process 

 
 
Introduction and Background 
 
Wicked problems [1] are poorly defined, affect multiple, sometimes competing stakeholders, and 
are almost impossible to solve. Engineers are in a position to mitigate harms caused by these 
problems. Yet, engineering design curriculum does not often provide undergraduate students the 
opportunity to engage with wicked problems. Instead, students often engage in well-defined and 
structured exercises that do not reflect the complexity of real-world, wicked problems [2]. When 
students do engage with wicked problems, either in the classroom or later as professional 
engineers, they find them daunting and difficult. Tackling such problems requires 
unconventional approaches such as an awareness of positionality and sustained empathy in the 
engineering design process. While this process incorporates the concept of empathy, it is not 
always explicitly, consistently, and intentionally emphasized. 
 
Following recent calls to emphasize empathy in engineering design education [3], [4], [5], we 
draw on feminist accounts of virtue and care ethics, and scholarship in the philosophy of 
empathy to inform our approach to teaching empathy-based engineering design in an 
undergraduate, first-year engineering design course called Design Thinking and Communication 
(DTC). DTC is a human-centered design course required for all engineering undergraduates 
enrolled at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. The course requires students to interact 
with clients and users through activities that include interviews, observation, and testing. The 
wicked problems the students confront can include food insecurity, education, poverty, or 
challenges for people with cognitive and physical disabilities.  
 
Our course uses the Stanford design thinking model (see Fig. 1), which begins with empathy. 
While this model does explain that empathy affects the defining stage of design thinking, it does 
not provide direction for sustained empathizing throughout the other three stages.  
 
 

 
Fig. 1: The Stanford Model for Design Thinking [6] 
 



 
   
 

 
   
 

In this work-in-progress paper at the exploratory phase, we investigate how our curriculum 
influenced by virtue ethics, care ethics and the philosophy of empathy affects student 
engagement with empathy in the design thinking process. By drawing on philosophy scholarship, 
as opposed to neuroscience and psychology, our explicit empathy instruction is rooted in 
teaching empathy as an ethical obligation that transcends one step in the design thinking process. 
In other words, our approach to teaching design thinking infuses empathy at all stages of the 
process. Through this approach, we aim to demonstrate that empathy as an ethical obligation is a 
long-term commitment to empathic engineering that is influenced by one’s identity and biases.  
   
Feminist virtue ethics 
 
Virtue ethics is rooted in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics [7]. As opposed to ethical theories that 
are concerned with deciding right action, such as utilitarianism and deontology, virtue ethics is 
concerned with developing virtuous character throughout the course of one’s life. According to 
Aristotle, moral actions naturally follow from moral or virtuous character. This ethical system 
focuses on developing virtues such as wisdom, justice, courage, and temperance. To develop 
these virtues, one must habitually practice virtuous actions and critically reflect on the 
experience. Virtue ethics has largely been ignored until its resurgence in the middle of the 
twentieth century [8]. And, in recent decades, Aristotle’s virtues were persuasively deemed 
androcentric [9]. Feminist ethicists have suggested adjustments to the original ethical virtues that 
better account for emotions in addition to reason. In this vein, we promote empathy as a virtue in 
the sense that we encourage the habitual practice of empathy throughout all stages of the design 
thinking process, not merely as an initial step. That is, by considering empathy under the 
framework of virtue ethics, we ask students to conceptualize empathy as a skill [10], [5] that 
requires habitual practice to hone. Building on the Stanford design thinking model which 
promotes empathy as the initial, single step of the design thinking process, our model 
incorporates empathy at every step in the process.  
 
Care ethics 
 
Care ethics as an ethical consideration was theorized by white women and did not include 
intersectionality. In recent years, scholars have proposed amendments to make care ethics more 
inclusive by moving away from care exemplified by relationships between primary caregivers 
and dependents and toward care that accounts for human flourishing in the face of multiple 
oppressive forces such as racism, ableism, classism, and sexism [11]. By drawing on care ethics 
and feminist virtue ethics, we aim to challenge positivist approaches to engineering design 
education which deny the effective role of emotions, care in general, and empathy in particular 
[12]. Our study encourages students to feel and name emotions and emotional nonverbal cues in 
others in order to develop attitudes and behavior consistent with empathy. Consistent empathy 
development can help students to critically engage with positivistic approaches to engineering 
design problems [12]. 
 
 
 
 



 
   
 

 
   
 

Philosophy of empathy  
 
The fields of psychology and neuroscience have predominantly informed scholarship on 
empathy in engineering education. Most notably, Walter et al. [13], [5], have approached 
empathy instruction in engineering from a neuroscience perspective. By referencing 
neuroscience claims about the functional capabilities of the brain, specifically the brain’s 
inability to simultaneously process emotions and rational thoughts, they promote empathy 
education that, at different times, encourages emotional or rational engagement with 
empathy. While psychology- and neuroscience-informed studies of empathy in engineering 
education are valuable, we shift the focus toward an ethical commitment to empathy in 
engineering design education. In the field of philosophy, there is robust debate on the value of 
empathy in addition to proper engagement with empathy. Philosophy of empathy is inherently 
concerned with the connection between empathy and ethics.  
 
Among the earliest studies of empathy [14], [15], philosopher Hume described empathy as a 
human capacity that naturally happens in most people–we are able to feel what others feel. 
Because humans have the capacity to feel the emotions of others, humans could also decide how 
to act ethically toward one another based on the information gathered through empathizing [14]. 
This intentional commitment to empathy as a precondition for ethics [14], [16] informs our 
reference to empathy as an ethical obligation to the design thinking process.  
 
In more recent scholarship [17], [18], empathy is described in two different ways: self-orienting 
and other-orienting. Self-orienting empathy asks individuals to hypothetically imagine that they 
are in the other person’s position in order to understand that person’s thoughts and feelings, 
while other-orienting empathy asks individuals to understand another’s thoughts and feelings by 
not hypothetically imagining they are the other person—they instead stay themselves. Given that 
there is no clear consensus on which approach to empathy is better, we explored both approaches 
in our study. 
 
Alternatively, philosophers such as Prinz [19] and Bloom [20], argue that empathy is a poor tool 
for ethical development. They claim that humans are poorly equipped to empathize with those 
different in character, race, gender, and ability than themselves. Instead, they turn to reason to 
encourage ethical decision making. We are committed to the connection between empathy and 
ethics in engineering education and recognize that students are not adequately trained to 
empathize. Therefore, as Walter et al. [13], [5] have argued, explicit empathy instruction is 
needed in engineering education. Our study explores effective means to maximize the 
development of empathic attitudes and behaviors, including positionality awareness. 
 
Positionality awareness 
 
Teaching positionality, or the recognition of one’s identities, appears to encourage human-
centered design. In their 2020 study, Walji et al. [21], found that explicit positionality instruction 
increased student self-awareness and deeper commitment to the communities they served in 
class. They used positionality “as a tool to elicit the values and biases that student engineers 
bring to their work, and as a strategy to better understand and interpret stakeholders [21].”  



 
   
 

 
   
 

Considering Prinz and Bloom’s critiques of empathy, by turning to positionality, we aim to 
encourage students to understand their identity and biases so they can recognize any potential 
barriers to empathizing with others, with an emphasis on empathizing with populations different 
than themselves. 
 
 
Research Design and Analysis 
 
Our research design consisted of writing prompts, incorporated into the course before students 
started the design thinking process, during the design research phase, during the prototyping 
phase, and at the end of the design thinking process. These assignments, along with writing 
assignments that are currently part of the course, were analyzed using grounded theory, an 
inductive qualitative research methodology. 
 
The goal of our pilot study was to investigate students’ perception of empathy in engineering 
design, and how positionality awareness impacts this understanding and subsequent empathic 
behavior and attitudes throughout the design thinking process. The research questions include: 
 

RQ1. How do students perceive the role and purpose of empathy in engineering design? 
 
RQ2. What do students define as empathic behaviors and attitudes? 
 
RQ3. How does positionality awareness impact students’ demonstration of empathic 
behavior and attitudes? 

 
The pilot study took place in one section of the required two-sequence, first-year, undergraduate, 
human-centered engineering design course (n=16). In the first sequence, the end users are 
primarily individuals with cognitive and/or physical disabilities. In the second sequence, the end 
users are more varied. All three authors teach this engineering design course at least once per 
year. This course is taken by students from all engineering majors, and focuses on the design 
thinking process. In our sections, the 5-step Stanford design model [6] is explicitly used. As 
noted, targeted writing prompts were incorporated before students started the design thinking 
process, during the design research phase, the prototyping phase, and at the end of the process. 
Beyond these prompts, there were no set assignment submission requirements suggesting where 
in the design thinking process students should engage with empathy. The sustained engagement 
with empathy intentionally reflects our commitment to feminist and care-based virtue ethics by 
asking the students to consider how they can develop their empathic skills throughout the design 
thinking process. We anticipated that the writing prompts and associated reflective discussions 
would inspire students to recognize the value of empathy in the design thinking process and 
demonstrate such value through self-oriented and other-oriented empathy activities such as client 
interviews and positionality evaluations. This approach is supported by virtue ethics in which 
reflection is necessary to develop the virtue (empathy) at stake [7]. 
 



 
   
 

 
   
 

To evaluate how empathy was actually employed by the students, we analyzed the targeted and 
typical assignments using grounded theory. This rigorous methodology employs the following 
processes: data collection (student assignments), coding, memo writing, and analyzing.  
 
Qualitative research is appropriate to investigate the study’s research questions as the qualitative 
analysis’ focus on words pairs well with our unit of analysis—written assignments. Additionally, 
the “local groundedness [22]” of the data accurately reflects the student’s understanding of the 
concepts under investigation. The conceptual framework, a common tool used in grounded 
theory, shown in Fig. 2 locates this pilot test within the larger goal of preparing engineering 
students to engage with wicked problems.    
 
 

 
Fig. 2: Conceptual Framework 
 
 
To answer RQ1, we analyzed students’ responses to the following prompt (P1 below) that was 
administered as a pre-course test. 
 

P1. What, if any, is the role and purpose of empathy in engineering design?  
 
To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we analyzed two sets of reflective prompts; the first was a prompt on 
positionality (P2 below) administered at mid-term, and the second was the original pre-course 
prompt (P1) administered as a post-course test. 

 
P2. Reflection on human dignity and empathy in engineering. This activity asked the 
students to analyze what social and personal identities they find most important and then 
use the following questions to compose a reflection. 
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- How might any one of your identities affect your ability to empathize with your client 
and users? What might you do to address any gaps? 
 

- How might recognizing your identities impact your ability to conduct primary and 
secondary research and brainstorming? 

 
- How does your expertise as a designer contend with lived experiences of the client 

and users? 
 

- How do the client’s and users’ values, goals, intentions, objectives, or expectations 
conflict with your own? How will you address situations where your views conflict? 

 
- Consider the experiences you wish to create for your client and users. How might an 

awareness of your identities influence these experiences? 
 
As part of the final report required in this class, students were asked to include several prescribed 
appendices, two of which were an Interview Summary (describing an interview with the client 
and user to understand the engineering design problem) and an Observation Summary 
(describing an observation of the user performing an activity that involved the engineering 
design problem). The students were asked to read a document, authored by the researchers, about 
empathic interviewing prior to the interview and observation. These summaries were chosen to 
be part of the data set as these activities could be examined to see if the students included 
empathic elements in their descriptions of the interactions. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
The pre- and post-test empathy assignments, the Positionality Assignment—Reflection on 
Human Dignity and Empathy in Engineering—and the two summary appendices were coded 
manually. The initial coding was a combination of descriptive, in vivo, and process coding. 
Secondary coding sorted the initial codes into provisional categories. According to Saldaña 
[23], “Focused [secondary] coding enables you to compare newly constructed codes during this 
cycle across other…data to assess comparability and transferability.”  
 
A memo, or analytic memo, “is a brief or extended narrative that documents the researcher’s 
reflections and thinking processes about the data [22].” Memos capture ideas and thoughts 
throughout the research and analysis process. In this pilot study, memos were informally written 
on coding notes. The Second-Cycle codes and their definitions are shown in Table 1. 
 
  



 
   
 

 
   
 

Table 1 Second Cycle Codes 
Second Cycle Codes Definition 
actions (descriptive) Actions that contribute to understanding or demonstrate 

empathy 
descriptors (descriptive) A word or phrase describing a process, a device, or 

individual interacting with a device 
empathy (descriptive) Recognition or use of empathy 
mechanical (descriptive) How a piece of equipment or process works. No 

emotions involved. Includes methodology. 
positionality (descriptive) Individual identities and their effects in and on the design 

thinking process. 
solving problems (process) Aspects of solving a design thinking problem 
understanding (process) Perceive a meaning 
usable (descriptive) How well a user can interact with a product/design in a 

specific context to achieve a specific goal [24] 
 
The complete data corpus was then reviewed with the intent to refine the code definitions. 
 
 
Pre-test 
 
The pre-test data indicated that the students identify solving problems as an engineer’s focus. 
The concept of empathy showed understanding anchoring most definitions. The site of 
understanding included the user's desires, needs, concerns, and to a much lesser degree, 
emotions. A design problem’s solution should be usable. The concept of usable moves between 
inclusion of user considerations to mechanical usability (i.e., the design works). Aiding in 
understanding are identified descriptors such as context and humility. Actions identified as 
aiding understanding include flexibility, communication, compromise, and listening. 
Positionality, using the word “identity” was mentioned once. There were some mechanical 
passages, describing engineering work generally. 
 
 
Post-test 
 
The post test data was examined using the codes identified in the Pre-test. Results from the pre- 
and post-test show a shift in students’ perception of empathy. The most notable shift was 
students’ ability to articulate the value of empathy in informing and guiding the design thinking 
process and teamwork.  
 
  



 
   
 

 
   
 

While the original codes held, some of the codes were developed in the following ways: 
 
Table 2 Post-test Code Definitions 
Second Cycle Codes Definition additions 
actions (descriptive) 
descriptors (descriptive) values mentioned; context identified both physical and 

emotional 
empathy (descriptive) present throughout the design thinking process; informs 

and guides; part of teamwork; a way to understand 
mechanical (descriptive) 
positionality (descriptive) referenced by reference to unique identities, and varied 

backgrounds 
solving problems (process) 
understanding (process)  
usable (descriptive) more focus on user-friendly design and consideration of 

user’s feelings, cross-over with understanding (user needs) 
 
Interview summary 
 
The data found in the Interview Summaries fell within four codes, descriptors, mechanical, 
solving problems, and understanding. The majority of the text was mechanical, objectively 
discussing how the students went about conducting the interview and what they learned, which 
involved understanding the design problem and consequently solving problems. The descriptors 
all related to the processes being demonstrated. 
 
Observation summary 
 
The data found in the Observation Summaries was similar to that in the Interview Summaries, 
falling into the same four codes. The number of descriptors was larger than those seen in the 
Interview Summaries. These descriptors all described the process or current device as 
problematic (e.g., frustrations, inconvenient, convoluted). Empathy was mentioned once by 
name, but the subsequent text did not describe an empathic event. 
 
Students’ Interview and Observation Summaries were devoid of reflections, application, or any 
mention of empathy. These results indicated that an understanding of such value does not 
necessarily translate to empathic action. This suggests that a mere understanding of the role 
empathy plays in the design thinking process is not a strong enough motivator for sustained 
empathy engagement and empathic action. This finding implies that continuous empathy 
instruction is needed for students to develop long-term commitment to consistent empathy 
practice. 
 
Reflection on human dignity and empathy in engineering 
 
These reflections varied in depth, with some addressing all prompts and others addressing just a 
few points. The data from this activity reflected what was seen in the pre- and post-tests 



 
   
 

 
   
 

regarding students’ thoughts on empathy. As designed, the reflection also provided information 
on student’s thoughts on positionality. Students acknowledged they may have difficulty fully 
emphasizing with others due to their individual identities. The focus of individual positionality 
fell into one of three areas: privilege, physical abilities, and life experiences. The data indicated 
that students felt that identity recognition can allow recognition of biases which affects 
understanding between the engineer and the client and users. One student importantly noted that 
ethnic and cultural differences can affect how empathy is approached. The authors speculate that 
because of their limited positionality, students struggled with making deeper connections with 
their client and users. Taken together, these results highlighted a baseline of students’ 
perspectives on empathy and drawbacks to their empathic action, providing a guideline for future 
developments. 
 
This pilot study’s limitations center around the small convenience sample size (n=16). A small 
sample size precludes claims to significant relationships. However, the coding held its 
applicability across the data set, which is promising. The results are quite useful in adjusting our 
research design and approach as we plan our future research. 
 
 
Future Work 
 
The authors plan to conduct an IRB approved study in fall 2023 with four sections of the same 
engineering design course as used in the pilot study (n=64). The data set will be modified based 
on the results of the pilot study. 
 
Because our results suggest that students do not consistently engage with empathy throughout 
the design thinking process, in future studies we propose a design thinking model that 
encourages more sustained empathy throughout the iterative process (see Fig. 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Empathy-based Design Thinking adapted from the Stanford Model for Design Thinking 
[6]. The light blue hexagons depict empathizing beyond the first stage of the design thinking 
process. 
 

 

  

  

  



 
   
 

 
   
 

Our proposed model (Fig. 3) for empathy-based design thinking aims to increase explicit 
empathy engagement at each stage of the design thinking process. The first stage, empathizing, 
will ask students to assess their positionality, understand the different kinds of empathy, and 
learn to detect and decode nonverbal cues. In the defining stage, students will be asked to 
actively listen and discern nonverbal cues when interviewing and observing their client and 
users, thus enabling the students to define the design problem from a position of empathy. In the 
ideating stage, students will be encouraged to engage in empathic brainstorming based on their 
prior empathizing and defining work. As in the first two stages of the design thinking process, 
the prototyping and testing stages will necessitate close engagement of the students with the 
client and users. Students will therefore be required to apply and hone the empathic skills they 
developed in the initial stages as they keenly listen to and observe users interacting with the 
proposed solutions, and factor empathy into core design decisions. 
 
Further explicit instruction on virtue ethics is also intended to increase student awareness around 
the value of consistent empathic awareness and engagement as a long-term skill worth 
practicing. 
 
In the pilot study results there were several single mentions of themes that warrant further 
inquiry. Those themes are: 
 

- Empathy improved writing  
- STEM background reinforces prioritizing efficiency 
- Empathy (and communication) identified as skills, reflecting current literature trends 

[5], [10] 
 
Additionally, there currently is no code being used to reflect wicked problems. The following 
mentions suggest aspects of wicked problems: 
 

- Mention of global less privileged 
- Mention of messy and convoluted design problems 
- Mention of real-world problems 

 
Conclusion 
 
The aim of the present exploratory, work-in-progress study is to gauge the impact of our 
interventions on consistent engagement with empathy throughout the 5-steps of the design 
thinking process. Tenets from virtue and care ethics and philosophy of empathy informed our 
approach to encouraging consistent, long-term empathy. Preliminary results suggest that students 
do not consistently empathize throughout all 5-steps and require further interventions to 
encourage positionality awareness and sustained empathy. 
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